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Omegafluid
We are 

partners of:

OmegaFluid was created to offer a wide selection of products and services 

specific to the hydraulic and mechanical sector, making available its 

multi-sectoral experience and know-how matured over the past 25 years of 

experience in the business,  that has allowed us to build and offer

solutions to the specific needs of the customer.

Our mission is to identify the best personalized solutions even for the most 

demanding customer, developing innovative ideas and paying particular 

attention to the environmental impact of the industrial production

in order to achieve eco-friendly growth.
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Pressure Filters

Duplex Filters

Suction Filters

Return Line Filters

Breather Filters

Suction Return Line Filters

Idraulic
Filtration

Filter Elements

Spin-On Cartridges

Maintenance Indicators

EcoParts  ( Interchangeable )

Spare Parts

Leading company in the filtration of hydraulic fluids and lubricants sector.

The industrial filters of Filtration Group represent the first choice for manufacturers of 

machines and operators of mobile and fixed hydraulic equipment.

Due to their particular technical composition, the filters and filter elements of Filtration

Group can be used for a wide range of applications.

The filtration performance of the elements remains constant, even with increasing

differential pressures, and they offer maximum protection even under pulsating loads.

Filtration
Group

Automatic Filters 

Automatic &
Process Filtration
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Omegafluid is a premium
partner of Filtration Group
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Automatic Filters 
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Process Filtration

Hydac
International business group, with commercial partners all over the world.

Hydacʼs components can be found in all areas of industrial and mobile hydraulics.

In particular Hydac offers a wide range of hydraulic filters and filter elements

for the hydraulics sector.
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Atlantic
Fluid tech
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Company that stands out for their designs, development and production of their own line of hydraulic products.

Thanks to proven technical competence and reliability, they count among their customers the leading companies 

of relevant areas of application, from machines for agriculture, earth moving equipment, drilling equipment, 

building and lifting machinery, to industrial vehicles and automation. 

Mechanical valves

Pressure control valves

Flow control valves

Electric valves

Monitored valves

Cartridge
valves

Blocking and
overcenter valves

Customizable

On-Off Electric Control

Proportional Plywood

Hydraulic
distributors

Regenerative valves
 

Fully and partially
compensated valves

Cetop valves Selectors Integrated group

*On request for special application

Valves for engines

Energy saving valves

omegafluid.com
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Company whose production is mainly divided into two product lines, one dedicated to hydro-pneu-

matic accumulators and another dedicated to specific tools for the control of pressure, level, 

temperature and flow.

Its long experience and presence on the international market allows the production of a complete 

range of items, from the simplest and most common to the more personalized, patented and 

engineered.

Fox

Accumulators Accessories Measuring and
control instruments:
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Bladder Accumulators

Piston Accumulators

Diaphragm Accumulators 

Stainless steel Accumulators

Safety block 

Clamp and brackets 

Spare parts for maintenance 

Accumulator Charging Kit 

Compatible with most of the 
hydraulic accumulators available on the market.

Pressure measurement

Temperature measurement

Levels measurement

Flow measurement
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Renowned company that studies and realizes systems and solutions for cooling, 

heating,thermoregulation and heat exchange in the different industrial 

production processes.

Heat exchangers are the strong point in the range of Tempco products.

Tempco

Tube-bundle
heat exchangers 

Brazed
heat exchangers
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Also available in
stainless steel version

Inspectable plate
heat exchangers.
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Pressure control

Lubrification

Air bleeding

Oil sampling 

Test couplings
for pressure control

Minipress
Company whose main aim and mission is solving the problems of pressure control and 

monitoring fluids inside hydraulic systems.

Mini Press is a worldwide leading manufacturer of hydraulic testing equipment thanks to 

continuous investments in technologies, vocational training and constant research in 

order to guarantee the highest production and service quality combined with the 

characteristic Italian adaptability.

Pressure gaugesAnti-shock valves for
gauges protection

Also available in
stainless steel version
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Digital instrument
for pressure testing

Digital gauge

Pressure test digital kit

Micro hose for hight
pressure and fittings
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A company with one of the most experienced and respected names in hydraulics. 

A comprehensive supplier of power and motion control components and systems.

Eaton Vickers provides its customers with solutions to effectively manage hydraulic and 

mechanical power.

Eaton
Vickers

Pumps

Orbital motors

Piston motors

Gear pumps

Vane pumps

Piston pumps 

Motor Valves

Valves for fluid control

Cetop valves

Proportional valves

Auxiliary valves
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Headquarters

Via Ugo la Malfa 7

42048 Rubiera

Reggio Emilia (RE)

Italy

info@omegafluid.com

export@omegafluid.com

Omegafluid.com

Omegafluid Srl

+39 0522 169 5323

https://www.omegafluid.com/main/prodotti/filtri-filtration-group-mahle

